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Abstract 
Frohman (1986) showed that a nonorientable incompressible surface in a Seifert fibered space 
with orientable base and total spaces is isotopic to either a pseudo-horizontal or pseudo-vertical 
surface. The present author extends that result by removing the restrictions on the orientability of the 
base and total spaces and the surface. This result is used to determine the incompressible surfaces 
in S’-bundles up to homeomorphism, and to answer a question from the paper by End (1992). 
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1. Introduction 
By “an S’-bundle” we mean a locally trivial fibration p: M + B with fiber homeo- 
morphic to S’, where B is a closed surface, M a closed 3-manifold. Unless explicitly 
stated otherwise we shall assume that B and M are closed, and that the base space B is 
not homeomorphic to 5” or IRE”; this implies that M is irreducible (from [8, Lemma 2.71 
by passing to a finite covering). 
Suppose G is a surface embedded in M. The following notation is taken from [8]: if 
p-‘@(G)) = G then G is vertical in M, and G is a union of fibers of M. If ply : G -_) B 
is a local homeomorphism, then G is horizontal in A4 and G is a covering space for 
B. These concepts are extended to Seifert fibered spaces in [3]. Given a Seifert fibered 
space M, we may drill out fibered neighbourhoods NI, . . , N, of the singular fibers 
to obtain M*, an S’-bundle with boundary. A surface G embedded in M is pseudo- 
horizontal about N,, . , N, if G n M” is horizontal in M*, and G n Ti is either a 
punctured nonorientable surface or a collection of meridian disks for T,, for i = 1,. . , m. 
A surface G is pseudo-vertical about NI , . . , N, if GnM’ is vertical in M*, and GflTi 
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is either empty or a punctured nonoricntablc surface in 7’,, for i = 1, , TX. We prove 
the following result: 
Theorem 4.1. An>> closed incompressible surface in u Seifertjbered spuce is isotopic to 
either a pseudo-vertical or a (7seudo-horizorztrll surf&e. 
This is a generalisation of the result in [3], where the theorem was proved for the 
special case that A4 was an orientable Seifert fibcred space with orientable orbit space 
B and G was a nonorientable surface. We then use this theorem to investigate the 
incompressible surfaces in S’-bundles. When the total space is orientable we give a 
complete classification up to homcomorphism. We also answer a question of embeddings 
into product manifolds given in [2]. See [ 1,4] for some other results in this area. We 
work completely in the PL category. 
2. Definitions and notation 
A surface G properly embedded in M is called incompressible if G is not a sphere 
and has the property, if D C Ad is a disk in M with D fl G = aD then there is a disk 
D’ c G with aD’ = aD. 
Given a 3-manifold N with 8N # 0, a surface F c aN, and a surface G properly 
embedded in N with aG c F, then G is boundary incompressible with respect to F if 
no component of aG bounds a disk in F, and if D c N is a disk with aD = N u ,O, 
a = aD n G and p = CID n F arcs, then there is an arc cy’ c aG with acu’ = acl and N’ 
parallel to (Y in G. If G is not boundary incompressible with respect to F, then G is said 
to be boundary compressible with respect to F, and the disk D is called the compressing 
disk. By an abuse of notation the boundary compression is sometimes dcfned by the 
arc c~. 
Suppose G is a surface embedded in M, and D a disk in M with LY = D n G an arc 
in aD. Let p be the complement of a, so aD = LY U j3. A disk isotopy of G ucross D is 
an (ambient) isotopy of G with support in a neighbourhood of D which moves cy onto 
,D, fixing everything on G outside a neighbourhood of CY. In this paper we shall assume 
all isotopies are ambient. 
Given a collection 11, . . . ,1, of disjoint loops and properly embedded arcs on a surface 
G, we say a loop li is innermost if there is a disk D c G with aD = li and D n 
(Uy=“=, lj) = li. Similarly, an arc 1, with endpoints Q, b on aG is innermost if there is an 
arc 1’ joining a and bin aG such that LUi’ bounds a disk D C G, and Dn(IJ;=, lk) = lj. 
The following construction is the basis of our classification of incompressible surfaces 
in Seifert fibered spaces. We are working in the PL category, so we assume B is given 
combinatorically with vertices {II~}, i E Verts, edges {e,}, j E Edges, and faces {fk}, 
Ic E Faces, for indexing sets Verts, Edges, and Faces. This triangulation of a naturally 
gives a decomposition of M into solid tori F, = I_‘-’ (fi) for all i E Faces, glued together 
along the annuli E3 = p-’ (e,). We shall refer to this as a vertical decomposition of M. 
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By appropriate barycentric division of the combinatorial structure of B, we may assume 
that each of the singular fibers in M lies in the interior of solid tori F,, , . . , F,,“,% which 
do not meet even on their boundaries. 
Suppose now that Fi is a solid torus from the vertical decomposition of M, and G is 
a pseudo-horizontal surface in M. If Fi does not contain a singular fiber, then G fl F, 
will be a collection of meridian disks, while if Fi does contains a singular fiber, G n Fi 
will be either a collection of meridian disks or a punctured nonorientable surface. Now 
suppose G is a pseudo-vertical surface in 111. If Fi does not contain a singular fiber, then 
G n Fi will be either a vertical annulus, or empty. If on the other hand Fi does contain 
a singular fiber, G fl Fi will be either empty or a punctured nonorientable surface. 
When we consider incompressible surfaces in M, we shall be concerned with getting 
them into a “nice” position with respect to a vertical decomposition of M. To be precise, 
suppose G is a closed incompressible surface in M. We may isotope G so that G 
intersects the vertical annuli Ei transversally, for all i E Edges. Define 
iE Edges 
the total number of components of Gn Ei over all annuli Ei. Then t(G) is well-defined, 
and will be a nonnegative integer that depends on the position of G. We may isotope G 
so that t(G) takes its minimum value, subject to the condition that G and Ei intersect 
transversally for all i. When this is the case we say G is well-embedded in M. To recap, 
G is well-embedded in M iff: (i) G is incompressible in M; (ii) G and Ei are in general 
position for all i E Edges; (iii) G is isotoped such that t(G) takes its minimal value. 
Note that any incompressible surfuce may be made well-embedded by an appropriate 
isotopy. 
3. Preliminary lemmas 
Throughout the following section let M be a Seifert fibered space, and suppose 
F nj,..., F,, are solid tori from the vertical decomposition which contain only one singu- 
lar fiber each, and which do not meet even on their boundaries. Let M” = M - (JF”&, F,, 
or if M has no singular fibers (i.e., M is an S’-bundle), choose one solid torus F,,, ar- 
bitrarily and set M* = M - F,, Then M” is an S’-bundle with boundary. Let G be a 
closed surface well-embedded in M. Choose a solid torus Fi in the vertical decomposition 
ofM*,i#nt ,..., nm, and let G be a component of G fl Fi. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 1 be a connected component of G n Ei. Then 1 does not bound a disk 
in Ei. 
Proof (See [8, Lemma 1.91). Assume the converse, letting I be an innermost loop on 
Ei which bounds a disk D. Then as G is incompressible, 1 bounds a disk D’ c G. As 
noted in the introduction M is irreducible. Then D Ul D’ bounds a 3-ball E, and we 
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may isotope G across E so as to avoid Ei inside D, reducing t(G). Hence G was not 
well-embedded, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let 1 be a connected component of G f’ Ei for some i. If 1 is an arc, then 
the endpoints of 1 lie on distinct boundary components of Ei. 
Proof. Assume the converse, and let 1 be an arc whose endpoints a, b lie on the same 
component of aEi. Let 1’ C aEi be an arc joining a and b such that 1 U 1’ bounds a disk 
D in E,. Without loss of generality we take 1 to be an innermost arc on Ei. Lemma 3.1 
implies that all the components of G n Ei are arcs, so there are now no components of 
G n Ei inside D. Now we can isotope G across D, so 1 misses Ei altogether. We claim 
this reduces t(G). 
Clearly this isotopy gets rid of 1, but it will affect G inside other solid tori adjacent 
to T. Choose some other annulus Ej such that Ei and Ej meet along the common edge 
containing the points a and b. The point a will be the endpoint of some component m 
of G n Ej, and b will be the endpoint of some component m’. The disk isotopy will 
connect m and m’, which will not increase t(G). Components of G n Ej which do not 
cross Ei n E3 will not be affected by the disk isotopy. So we have found an isotopy of 
IvI which reduces E(G), a contradiction as G was well-embedded. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Each component of G n Fi is incompressible in Fi, for each i E Faces. 
Proof. Let (? be a connected component of G f’ Fi. Suppose G is compressible, so there 
is some loop 1 in G which is the boundary of a disk D c Fi, but is not the boundary 
of any disk in G. There may be other loops with this property contained in D, so we 
assume 1 is an innermost such loop. G is incompressible in M, so there is some disk 
D’ c G with aD’ = 1. Now, D’ intersects aFi, as otherwise D’ lies entirely within Fi 
and since D’ is connected must lie entirely within G, contrary to our assumption. As in 
Lemma 3.1, D lJ1 D’ bounds a 3-ball in 111, so we may isotope G so D’ coincides with 
D and so no longer meets aFi. Since G is connected we may choose the isotopy so as 
to fix G outside a neighbourhood of D’. As D’ no longer intersects aFi this isotopy has 
reduced t(G), a contradiction as G was well-embedded. 0 
We restate the following lemma from [3] for completeness. Let T be a solid torus, 
and let m be an oriented curve on aT homotopic to the boundary of a meridian disk 
for T (a properly embedded boundary incompressible disk in T). Choose 1 an oriented 
simple closed curve which intersects m exactly once. Any nontrivial oriented simple 
closed curve c on aT is homotopic to a curve p . 1 + q . m where p, q are integers. 
Lemma 3.4 [3, Corollary 2.21. A nonorientable incompressible surface in a solid torus 
has as boundary a single curve homotopic to 2k 1 + q. m with the integers k, q # 0. 
Conversely every curve homotopic to 2k . 1 + q . m with k # 0 is the boundary of a 
one-sided incompressible sueace in the solid torus. 
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Proof. See [3, p. 1071. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a disk, T = D x 5” a solid torus. Then the only properly- 
embedded incompressible sulfates in T are: (1) a disk whose boundary bounds a disk 
on aT, (2) a boundary parallel annulus, (3) a meridian disk, or (4) a once-punctured 
nonorientable surface. 
Proof. Let G be a surface in T. If 6 is orientable, then from [8, Lemma 2.31 it is either 
a disk or a boundary parallel annulus. If G is a disk, then a~?? is either a meridian of 
aT, when 6 is a meridian disk, or it is trivial on aT, when G is a boundary parallel 
disk. If G is nonorientable, the result follows from Lemma 3.4, since &? has only one 
component. 0 
From Lemma 3.3 we now know G is one of the possibilities mentioned in Lemma 3.5 
above. The next few lemmas give additional information about the nature of G. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose G is a boundary parallel annulus in Fi. Then aG is homotopic to 
a fiber 
Proof. Let Ej be any face of aFi. G is boundary parallel, so there is an embedding 
,:GX[O,l]+Fi - with L(G x { 1)) c aFi. If i3G is not composed of curves homotopic 
to fibers, then aG must cross Ej, and we may choose a properly embedded arc 1 in G 
such that L(I x { 1)) lies entirely in Ej. Then 1 x [0, I] IS a boundary-compressing disk 
for G with respect to Ej. A disk isotopy of G over 1 x [O, l] will have the same effect as 
cutting G x { 1) across 1 x {l}, converting it into a disk. Hence aG will become a single 
inessential loop on aFi. We may then use the isotopy given in Lemma 3.2 to reduce 
t(G), a contradiction as G was well-embedded. •I 
We cannot use the method of reducing E(G) outlined above if the components of aG 
are homotopic to fibers; for consider the example of G a boundary parallel annulus with 
the components of aG completely contained in different faces Ej and Ej, of Fi, j # j’. 
Then G is certainly boundary compressible with respect to i3Fi, but not with respect 
to any single face of aFi. Hence a disk isotopy of G over the compressing disk will 
increase t(G) by forcing G to intersect any vertical annulus Ej,, which meets Ej and 
Ej, along their common border. Hence G would no longer be well-embedded. 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose G is a nonorientable suflace. Let Ej be any face of aFi. Then 
G can be reduced to a meridian disk of Fi by means of a succession of boundary 
compressions with respect to E3. 
Proof. Let Aa be a neighbourhood of aFi in Fi. In [3, Lemma 2.31 the boundary com- 
pression is constructed by noting that G can be isotoped with aG fixed so that Gn A, is 
topologically a Mobius band; isotoping across the compressing disk chosen will reduce 
G n A0 to a disk. This will increase x(G) by 1 without disconnecting G. 
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Since G is boundary compressible with respect to Ei, a disk isotopy over the com- 
pressing disk will only affect G in the interior of E3, and so not increase c(G). Hence 
G remains well-embedded. 
We may repeat the steps above until the hypothesis that G is a one-sided surface 
becomes false. Since x(G) is b ounded above this will occur after a finite number of 
steps. At this point we see from Lemma 3.5 that G has been reduced to a meridian disk 
in F,. 0 
4. The main theorem 
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a Seifert$bered space. Then any closed incompressible surface 
G in M may be isotoped to become either a pseudo-vertical or a pseudo-horizontal 
well-embedded sugace. 
Proof. First isotope G so that it is well-embedded in M with respect to the triangulation 
of B. We have assumed that the singular fibers of p lie in disjoint solid tori F,, , . . , F?,,,, 
in the vertical decomposition of M. Let M” = M - Uy=“=, F, . If M has no singular 
fibers, i.e., is an S’-bundle, choose one solid torus F,,, arbitrarily and set M’ = M-F,,, . 
Let Fi be a solid torus in M*, i # nt, . ,n,, and consider G n Fi. Let G be a 
component of G n Fi. From Lemma 3.3, G is incompressible, so from Lemma 3.5 it 
may be one of three possibilities. 
Case 1: G is a disk whose bounduty bounds a disk on aFi. Let 1 be an innermost such 
loop on aFi. From Lemma 3.2, I lies entirely within some face Ej of aFi, contradicting 
Lemma 3.1. Hence this case will never occur. 
Case 2: e is a boundary parallel nnnulus. Then by Lemma 3.6 the components of aG 
are homotopic to fibers. Each such curve 1 must lie in a single face Ej of aFi, since if it 
passed out of Ej into some other face of aF, then it must eventually cross back into Ej 
through the same component of aE,, when a component of aG would be an arc with 
ends in the same boundary component of that face, in contradiction to Lemma 3.2. Since 
the solid tori in the vertical decomposition of M are glued together so that the fibrations 
are consistent on their boundaries, we see that in this case G n Fk consists of boundary 
parallel annuli with boundary components homotopic to fibers, for all Fk C M*. We 
may isotope G near aF, so that aG lies exactly on fibers of M*, which will clearly 
not increase t(G). Now from [8, Lemma 2.41 we may isotope these annuli to become 
vertical, keeping their boundaries fixed. So in this case we may make Gn M* vertical in 
M*, and G will remain well-embedded. Then aGf’M* will consist of curves homotopic 
to fibers, and by the way the solid torus neighbourhood of a singular fiber is fibered and 
from Lemma 3.5 G n F,, is a nonorientable surface in Fnk. Hence G is pseudo-vertical 
in M. 
Case 3: G is a nonorientable suface or a meridian disk. From Cases 1 and 2, G n Fk 
will be composed only of meridian disks or nonorientable surfaces for all Fk C M. We 
now show that in this case we can isotope G so that it is pseudo-horizontal in M. 
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Choose any solid torus Fi C AI* where G = G n Fi is a punctured nonorientable 
surface. Suppose FL1 C M* is a solid torus adjacent to Fi, so Fi, n Fi = EL # 0. From 
Lemma 3.1 we may find a succession of boundary compressions of e with respect to EL 
which reduce e to a meridian disk. These disk isotopies act only through El, and so will 
affect only Fi and Fif. We may repeat this process along a path between Fi and some 
a vertical solid torus FTLz, shifting the “twist” in G from solid torus to solid torus until 
it is all isotopcd into F?,,. We may do this for each solid torus Fk where Fk n G is a 
one-sided surface. The result is that Gn Fk consists of meridian disks for all Fk c Ad*. 
We may isotope G in the vicinity of aFi for all Fi c M* to make the boundaries 
of the meridian disks into horizontal curves. This may be done without affecting E(G). 
Then from [S, Lemma 2.21 we can isotope each disk so that it is horizontal in Fi, i # j, 
so G is horizontal in M* (while remaining well-embedded). By considering how the 
solid tori Fi c Al* meet, we see that there will be the same number of meridian disks 
in each solid torus. 
To show that G is pseudo-horizontal in M, it remains to show that G n F,,, does 
not contain a boundary parallel annulus, since from Lemma 3.5 and Case 1 above this 
suffices to show it consists of either meridian disks or a punctured nonorientable surface. 
Suppose such a boundary parallel nnnulus A exists in G n F,,, for some Ic, and let 9 
and !I’ be the components of G n aF,, which map to the components of aA. Since both 
9 and 9’ are horizontal, we may find an arc p between them which lies entirely within 
a single fact of aM*, and /3 will map to a curve on aF,,, which defines a boundary 
compression for G n F,,, Performing a disk isotopy over the compressing disk converts 
9 and 9’ into arcs each with endpoints on the same edge of that fact, and we may use the 
isotopy given in Lemma 3.2 to reduce E(G). H ence G is pseudo-horizontal in M. 0 
Note. This result gcneraliscs 13, Theorem 2.51 
5. The classification of S’-bundles 
WC shall use Theorem 4.1 to study the incompressible surfaces in the total space M of 
an S’-bundle p : M + I?. First WC need some facts about the classification of S’-bundles, 
which may be found in [5,6]. We gather them together here for completeness. 
As previously noted, in this paper an S’-bundle is a locally trivial fibration p : M 3 B 
with fiber homcomorphic to S’, where d is a closed surface and Ad is a closed 3- 
manifold. We make no assumptions about the orientability or otherwise of M or B, but 
we shall restrict ourselves to the case when B $ S* or WI’*. Such bundles are classified 
using two characteristic classes, the first Stiefel-Whitney class and the Euler class of the 
bundle. We now give a geometric interpretation of the Euler class; our reference is [5, 
pp. 143-1441. 
Choose one vertical solid torus FL and let M* = M - Fi, G* = G n M*, and let 
pin{* be the restriction of the bundle p over B*. Since B* is homotopy equivalent to a 
wedge of circles WC may define a section over each circle and extend it to B*, forming 
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a section q* : B* + M* for pl,+f*. The Euler class of p may be viewed as an obstruction 
to extending this section to the whole of B. Alternatively, consider aq*(B*); this is a 
curve on the torus aM* = aFi, and q* may be extended to a section of M if and only if 
aq*(B*) bounds a meridian disk in Fi. Now, let E be a meridian disk in Fi and y be a 
fiber of aM*. As aq*(B*) 1s a one-fold cover of aB*, the curve aq*(B*) is homotopic 
to the curve aE + ey for some integer e. This integer e may be identified with e(p) the 
Euler class of p. It is independent of the vertical solid torus Fi chosen, as shown in 17, 
p. 3731. 
To describe curves on aM* more easily, we introduce the following coordinate system, 
taken from [3, p. 1051. An (a, b)- cl*rve is a curve isotopic to ay+baq*(B*), a, b E Z. We 
assume implicitly that a and b are coprime, and that the curves are unoriented so (u, b) 
is the same curve as (-a, -b). In [3, pp. 382-3831 it is shown that if M is orientable, 
then the images of any two sections for p]~,f* are homotopic, so this coordinate system 
is well-defined; hence in this case e(p) is a well-defined integer. However, suppose A4 is 
nonorientable and let q : B* + M* be a section for M*. Then any section qk : B* + M* 
of M* has aqk(B*) homologous to aq(B*) +2,4X for some L E Z, and given any k E Z 
a section qk with this property can be found. Hence the first coordinate of the coordinate 
system is only defined up to parity, as is the Euler class; we choose e(p) to be either 0 
or 1. These results are summarised in the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. Let q* : B* + M* be a section for pint*, and suppose p has Euler class 
e(p). If M is orientable, then aq*(B*) is an (e(p), I)-curve 011 aFj. If M is nonori- 
entable, aq*(B*) is an (e(p) + 2k, 1). curve on aFj for some k E Z, andfor each k E Z 
a section q* with this property may be found. 
6. Incompressible surfaces in S’-bundles 
Theorem 4.1 restricted to the cast of an S’-bundle p: M -+ B gives the following 
result: 
Corollary 6.1, If M is an S’-bundle, then any incompressible sulfate in M may be 
isotoped to be either vertical or pseudo-horizontal about a single solid torus. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, G may be isotoped to become either pseudo-vertical or 
pseudo-horizontal about a single solid torus F,,, in the vertical decomposition of M. 
Let M* = M - Fi. If G can be made pseudo-vertical, then G n M” is vertical and 
Gn aM* is a (l,O)- curve on aM*. This curve will map to a (1 , 0)-curve on G n aF,, 
from the geometric interpretation of the Euler class given above. Hence from Lemma 3.5 
G n Fi must be a boundary parallel annulus with boundary composed of (1 , 0)-curves, 
and as in Case 2 of Theorem 4.1 may be isotoped to be vertical. Then G is vertical 
in M. 0 
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For the next few lemmas we fix a single vertical solid torus Fi and let M* = M - Fi, 
G*=GnM*,andG=GnFi. 
Lemma 6.2. If 2; is a nonorientable sur$ace, then aG is a (2k, I)-curve on aFi, for 
some k # 0. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.4, a(? is a (2k, q)-curve on aFi, where k, q # 0. We choose the 
sign of k so that q is positive. Suppose q # 1. Let Ej be a face of aFi; then aG n Ej 
consists of q distinct arcs. We show that q = 1. 
As in Lemma 3.7 we know from [3, Lemma 2.31 that G is boundary compressible 
with respect to Ej. Call the compressing disk D, and let a = aD n aFi, ,0 = aD n c?, 
so aD = o U p. Let a and u’ denote the endpoints of CY, and let g be the component of 
aG n Ej containing a. 
Suppose a’ is also on g. Let g- denote the part of g between a and a’. If g- u cy 
bounds a disk on Ej, then g- U ,b bounds a disk in M but not on G, contradicting the 
incompressibility of G. Hence g- U a does not bound a disk on E3, and represents a 
nontrivial element of TI (Ej). If q # 1 then there is another component of aG n Ej 
present, so this is not possible. Hence if q # 1 then a and u’ must lie on different 
components g, g’ of a?? n Ej. Performing a disk isotopy over D will transform g and g’ 
into two arcs each with endpoints on the same component of aEj. Applying the isotopy 
from Lemma 3.2 will then reduce E(G), contradicting that G is well-embedded. Hence 
q=l. 0 
Consider a pseudo-horizontal surface G about Fi in M. If G is purely horizontal, then 
G n F, consists of meridian disks for Fi, so the number of components of aG* is equal 
to the degree of the cover plG* : G* -+ B*. If G is not purely horizontal, then G n Fi 
is a nonorientable surface, and by Lemmas 6.2 and 5.1 aG* is a (~/XT, 1)-curve on aM*. 
Hence PIG. : G* + B* is a l-fold cover, and once again the number of components 
of aG* is equal to the degree of the cover P/G* : G* + B*. From this we obtain the 
following result. 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose G is a pseudo-horizontal surface about Fi in M. Then G is in 
one of two positions in M: either (i) G* is the image of a section for q&J’ and G is a 
punctured nonorientable surface in Fi, and e(p) is even; or (ii) G is horizontal and so 
is an m-fold cover of B for some m 3 1. 
Proof. If G is horizontal in M, then G is in position (ii). So suppose G is not horizontal 
in M; then G is a punctured nonorientable surface in Fit so by Lemma 6.2 we know 85 
is a (21c, I)-curve on aFi, for some k # 0. Such a curve projects injectively onto aB*. 
Hence G* is a l-fold cover of B*, so is the image of a section for M’. Hence G is in 
position (i). From Lemma 5.1 we know that if M is orientable then e(p) = 2k, so e(p) 
is even; while if M is nonorientable then e(p) + 2k’ = 21c for some integer k’, and so 
once again e(p) is even. •i 
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Lemma 6.4. Suppose M is orientable and G is a horizontal surface embedded in M. 
Then e(p) = 0. 
Proof. Since G is horizontal, p]G is a covering map for G over B. Let pG : MG + B 
be the pull-back bundle of M via ply, so pG is a bundle over G. The Euler class e(pG) 
is an element of H*(G; ZPlbw) M Z. Clearly G can be embedded in MG, so e(pG) = 0. 
The map p\G induces a homomorphism pi& : H*(G; Z“) + H*(G; iB1~“) which is a 
monomorphism since M is orientable. Since e(pG) = pl;e(p) we have that e(p) = 0. 
(This proof is due to Jonathan Hillman.) 0 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose p : M + B is a closed S’-bundle with M orientable and Euler 
class e(p). Let G be an incompressible pseudo-horizontal surface in M about F, for 
some i E Faces. If e(p) # 0 then G is nonorientable and has Euler characteristic 
x(G) = x(B) - h, w h ere e(p) = 2h. If e(p) = 0 then G is an m-fold cover of B and 
x(G) = mx(B), for some m 3 1. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.3 we know either e(p) is even or G is horizontal. In the latter 
case, since M is orientable Lemma 6.4 applies and e(p) = 0. So let e(p) = 2h for some 
integer h. 
Let M* = M - Fi, G” = G n M* and G = G fl Fi. Suppose G is in position (i) 
from Lemma 6.3. Then aG is a (2k, l)- curve on aFi, for some k # 0. Since M is 
orientable, from Lemma 5.1 we know that e(p) = 2lc and hence e(p) # 0. Conversely, 
from Lemma 6.4, if e(p) # 0 then G is in position (i). Hence G is in position (i) exactly 
when e(p) # 0 and G is in position (ii) exactly when e(p) = 0. 
Now we calculate x(G) for each position. In position (i), G* is the image of a section 
for p[~* and so has Euler characteristic x(B*) = x(B) - 1. The boundary aG* is a 
(0, I)-curve on aM* by definition, and by Lemma 5.1 will map to a (2h, 1)-curve on 
aFi. For G* and G to be joined this curve must be isotopic to aG, in other words aG 
must be a (2h, I)-curve on aF,. 
From this we can determine the Euler characteristic of G. In [l] the authors define a 
function N(2k, q) such that 1 - N(2k, q) is the Euler characteristic of an incompressible 
surface in a solid torus having a (2k, q)-curve as boundary. It is defined recursively by the 
formulae N(2,l) = 1 and N(2k, q) = iV(2(k - q), q’) + 1 where q’ = &q mod 2(k - q) 
and 1 < q’ < k - q. ’ From this it follows as a special case that N(2k, 1) = N(2(k - 
l), 1) + 1, and hence that N(2k, 1) = k. Since CM? is a (2h, l&curve, x(G) = 1 - h. 
The whole of G is obtained by identifying the surfaces G* and G along their bound- 
aries. Hence, 
x(G) = (1 -h) i- (x(B) - 1) = x(B) -h. 
Since e is nonorientable, so is G nonorientable. 
In position (ii), G is an m-fold covering space of B, so x(G) = mx(B) for some 
integer m > 1. 0 
’ iV(2k, q) may also be defined in terms of the continued fraction decomposition of 2/c/q-see [l] for details. 
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It is not clear that we can always embed m-fold covers of B in M for any m E N. If 
the first Stiefel-Whitney class of p is trivial, then M z B x S’ and we may construct 
such horizontal surfaces for any m 3 1 by the method outlined in [4]. However if wt (p) 
is nontrivial this method fails and the question remains open. 
Theorem 6.6. Suppose p: M -+ B is a closed S’-bundle with Euler class e(p) and M 
nonorientable. Let G be an incompressible pseudo-horizontal sur$ace in M. Then G is 
either a nonorientable surface G with x(G) < x(B) (and all such sur$aces do occur), 
or an horizontal m-fold cover of B and x(G) = mx(B). 
Proof. Let M’, G*, and G be as in Theorem 6.5. Lemma 6.3 states the possible positions 
G may take. If G is in position (i), since G* is a one-fold cover of B -p(T) and G is a 
nonorientable surface, we have as in Theorem 6.5 that x(G) < x(B). We may construct 
an incompressible nonorientable pseudo-horizontal surface G with x(G) taking any value 
less than x(B) as follows. Let k = x(B) - x(G); Lemma 5.1 implies we may find a 
section q* : B* -+ M* such that aq*(B*) IS a (2k, I)-curve on aF,. By Lemma 3.4, 
the curve aq*(B*) b ounds a nonorientable surface G; in [3, p. 1071 it is shown that 
x(G) = 1 - k. Gluing q*(B*) and G together along their boundaries gives a surface G 
with Euler characteristic x(G) = (x(B) - 1) + (1 -k) = x(B) -k as required. If G is in 
position (ii), as in Theorem 6.5 G is an m-fold covering space of B, so x(G) = mx(B) 
for some integer m 3 1; the possible values of m remain unknown. 0 
This result differs from Theorem 6.5 chiefly in that we can infer nothing about the 
value of the Euler class e(p) from the position G assumes in M. We make the following 
conjecture, which would imply that no pseudo-horizontal surfaces would occur in M 
when e(p) = 1. 
Conjecture. Suppose G is a horizontal surface embedded in M, where M is nonori- 
entable. Then e(p) = 0. 
Let U, denote the closed nonorientable surface with x(U,) = 2 - g. In [2, p. 1811 the 
question is asked: “Does Uk embed in U, x S’ if k is odd, g is even, and k > g?” We 
may regard U, x S’ as an S’-bundle p: U, x S’ + U, with p the canonical projection, 
WI(~) = 1 and e(p) = 0. Then an explicit construction of such an embedded surface is 
given in the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
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